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Abstract
We present a study of how recommendations are received
in real life by users across different news domains
(traditional online newspapers, hobbyist websites, forums,
etc.). Our analysis shows that readers of websites
centered around specific topics are generally less likely to
interact with recommendations than readers of traditional
news websites.
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Introduction
Recommender systems have become a key feature in
today’s interactive and adaptive Web. Whether browsing
research articles (Mendeley), music (Spotify, Last.fm),
movies (Netflix, IMDb) or people (LinkedIn, Twitter),
users have become accustomed to a personalized data
consumption experience. In this work we present an



analysis of how recommendations fare in news domains
across different topics. We specifically focus on traditional
online newspaper articles and topic-focused news articles
from hobbyist news sources. Traditional recommender

Type URL
Business cfoworld.de
IT cio.de
IT cnet.de
IT computerwoche.de
IT gulli.com
News ksta.de
Cars motor-talk.de
IT silicon.de
Sports sport1.de
News tagesspiegel.de
IT tecchannel.de
Living wohnen-und-garten.de
IT zdnet.de

Table 1: The 13 news providers’
URLs and the types of news they
deliver. Note that all providers
deliver articles in German.

systems (for music, movies, products) are usually based
on collaborative filtering where recommendations are
generated by looking at which items users have interacted
with in the past [1]. In practice, the news
recommendation scenario differs significantly from the
traditional model as the recommendations must often be
generated without access to the user’s interaction history
or other personal preferences. In this paper, we present an
analysis of two basic recommendation approaches in four
different news domains. Both approaches (recency-based
and document similarity-based) are agnostic to the news
readers’ (users’) previous interactions; instead, they focus
either on information about the currently viewed item or
on properties of the catalogue of available items. We find
differences in how the two recommendation models are
received in traditional news (newspapers and sports)
versus more topic-focused (hobbyist) news domains.

The analysis in this paper is based on a 10 day data
snapshot from the Plista1 news recommendation service
collected while participating in the 2013 News
Recommender System Challenge (NRS’13) [3].

News Recommendation
As stated above, news recommendation differs from
traditional recommendation due to data known (or not
known) about the users, e.g., lack of profiles and
interaction history. Additionally, news articles have
different features than items in traditional
recommendation settings, e.g., a short time span during

1http://www.plista.com

which they are relevant and low consumption cost2 which
can result in a larger than normal diversity of the
consumed items as a newspaper reader is more likely to
“consume” less interesting articles without considering the
recommendation bad.

Domains
The domains in which this study was performed varied
from traditional news providers such as Tagesspiegel
(newspaper) and Sport1 (sports) to websites focused on
specific topics, e.g., Motor Talk (automotive) and
Computerwoche (IT & Business). These were selected
from the domains available in the NRS Challenge (see
Table 1 for the complete list). In a previous analysis of a
similar dataset, interaction differences across domains
showed how the recommendation were received (i.e.
clicked or not) by the readers [2], but no analysis of how
different recommendation algorithms performed across
different domains was presented.

Data and Analysis
The data on which this recommendation study is based
consisted of all impressions and clicks performed by users
of four news websites during a period of 10 days (Sept.
14 – Sept. 23, 2013). An impression in this context is the
act of loading a web page (interpreted as reading the
corresponding article), whereas a click is the act of
clicking on a recommended article. News article
recommendations are created in situ and are shown when
the user scrolls down towards the bottom of the currently
read article. See Fig. 1 for an example of an article
recommendation on one of the online newspapers which
uses the Plista recommendation service.

2A product purchase has a monetary value (a price), a book or
movie has a longer consumption cost (the time it takes to consume
the item). News articles on the other hand have a consumption cost
of at most a few minutes and seldom have monetary costs attached.
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Figure 1: An article recommendation (bottom right).

The daily number of recommendation requests to each
algorithm used in this work ranged from a few hundred
(Computerwoche) to tens of thousands (Sport 1,
Tagesspiegel); the total number of impressions for the
providers and algorithms was 1.2 million. The daily
number of clicked recommendations ranged from a few
dozen (Computerwoche) to thousands (Sport 1); the total
number of clicks over the ten day period was 16.8
thousand. The global click-through rate (CTR) was 1.4%.
However, as will be discussed later, there was a large
variance in CTR across domains and algorithms.

Recommendation Approaches & Infrastructure
The recommendations in this study were either based on
document (article) similarities or on the recency of the
articles available on each website. In the first case, an
Apache Lucene3 index was created based on the articles’
titles and leading paragraphs. The title and leading
paragraph of the currently read article was used as the
query. In the case where recency was considered, a
random article from a pool of the most recently published
articles on the news website was recommended, also

3http://lucene.apache.org/

taking into account the article’s popularity (the number of
views). The currently read article is sent through Plista’s
Open Recommendation Platform4 to our recommendation
server which in turn generates the recommendation and
sends it in a reply. The platform serves as the
communication hub, e.g., sending new articles as they are
published, requesting recommendations, etc.
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Figure 2: CTR for the document similarity-based
recommender. Note that due to a server malfunction there
were no recommendations on September 17th.
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Figure 3: CTR for the article recency-based recommender.

4http://orp.plista.com/
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Results & Discussion
Analysis shows that users are generally less receptive (i.e.,
less willing to click on) recommendations when browsing
articles on news sources focused on a specific topic. Both
of the algorithms used in the study show similar low
click-through rates on topic-focused websites. The
document similarity recommender performed slightly
better on topic-focused websites and slightly worse on
general news and sport websites. These observations are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Considering the nature of news, it is intuitive that the
recency-based recommender outperformed its document
similarity-based counterpart. Inversely, one could imagine
that news articles on a similar topic would be more
well-liked by readers than just the most recent articles,
regardless of their relation to the currently read article.

As for the slightly better effectiveness of the document
similarity-based recommender on Motor Talk, we provide
the following interpretation: readers of news sources
related to specific topics browse these types of websites in
a different context than readers of traditional news, with a
different purpose of consumption. As this purpose is likely
related to the specific interest, the user has a better
understanding of what she is looking for (and thus is less
receptive to recommendations). In contrast, the purpose
of reading a (general) newspaper is to keep up to date
with current events, and thus the reader is more willing to
browse recommendations.

Conclusions & Future Work
In our analysis we have investigated the click-through rate
of two news article recommender algorithms in four
different news source (an online newspaper, a sports news
website, an automotive news website, and a gardening

website). Our analysis suggests that users reading news
articles in online news outlets are less likely to interact
with recommendations if the news outlet is specifically
focused on a certain topic. We are currently performing a
larger analysis over a longer period of time, a larger
number of websites, and more recommendation algorithms
in order to identify which recommendation models are
suitable for different consumption purposes.
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